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\textbf{Abstract}

With observational data becoming widely available, researchers struggle to find information enabling assessment for its reliable use. A small first-step toward enabling data quality assessment of observational data is to associate the data with the sensor used to make the observations and to have the sensor description machine-harvestable. In the latest additions to the X-DOMES (Cross-Domain Observational Metadata for Environmental Sensing) toolset, we have created targeted editors for creating SensorML documents to describe sensor models. The team has adjusted its delivery to enable integration of the X-DOMES content with the GEOCODES (JSON-LD/schema.org) EarthCube project. At our poster-session, we will highlight the new changes and capabilities and demonstrate the use of new X-DOMES tools.
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PROJECT GOALS

We seek to enable and encourage the creation of process descriptions that are needed to assess data quality for archival and reuse. Sensor metadata are to be made available using community-adopted standards (OGC/W3C) to assure FAIR data practices in our earth observations and its associated metadata.

The team has created tools for the non-expert to create and manage SensorML documents. The tools enable the creation of machine-actionable content.

X-DOMES implementation will:

- Help large observational data producers automate and manage sensor and operational provenance
- Encourage small federally funded data providers to describe sensor data in ways that meet agency requirements for data management
- Facilitate creation of and access to common content using standards-based production of interoperable sensor documentation by environmental sensor manufacturers
- Enable data aggregation centers to build relationships across domains for integration of sensor-based observations
- Provide the ability to assess data quality and automate quality control, based upon manufacturers’ descriptions of sensor provenance
- Generate registries for sensor and deployment metadata that can be utilized by building blocks of a layered architectural cyberinfrastructure [1]
● Create open-source tools and libraries to discover, access, translate and associate sensor metadata, providing unique identifiers for sensor models, as-builts and processes.

● Promote better documentation for data archival of federally funded assets

● Speed sensor network deployments, providing better, faster event response data

● Reduce data analysis effort and time for scientists and emergency managers

● Improve the reproducibility of research products by capturing relevant metadata at each stage of data generation
PROJECT WEBSITES

Earth-Science Information Partnership (ESIP) X-DOMES Community Page:
(https://www.esipfed.org)


EarthCube Project Page: (http://earthcube.org/groups/x-domes)

http://earthcube.org/groups/x-domes (http://earthcube.org/groups/x-domes)

Tools: http://xdomes.org (http://xdomes.org)

An ontology registry/repository to register terms (ORR);
A Basic SensorML creator/viewer/editor
An Advanced SensorML creator/viewer/editor
A SensorML registry/repository (SRR) to register SensorML documents

Standards:

https://www.w3.org/standards/semanticweb/ (https://www.w3.org/standards/semanticweb/)
https://www.w3.org/TR/vocab-ssn/ (https://www.w3.org/TR/vocab-ssn/)
(specifically the alignment of the OGC SensorML with the W3C SSN/SOSA

Semantic Web Guidance:
http://marinemetadata.org (http://marinemetadata.org)

**GitHub Repository**

OGC: SENSORML

SensorML can describe how an observation came to be, enabling a better understanding of the data. It is about "systems" that can be applied across-domains.

A system description is composed of input (observable property) and output (observation) and the process by which the output is created. It describes the sensor, the parameters, and the processes used in creating observations. Each sensor has characteristics and capabilities that can affect the interpretation and the quality of the observation. Each action that affects the data and data quality should be described by the agent having the knowledge of the action.

The first step in describing how an observation was made is to define the sensor used. A sensor manufacturer can describe a sensor model (Original equipment Manufacturer, OEM) and then referenced the OEM in a description of the as-built, as-configured Instance sensor. The image below indicates how the documents are inter-related and how they can be utilized.

![SensorML Model Description Diagram]

SensorML Model Description
urn:xdomes:sbe:SBE37
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Data Facilities (eg OOI) can create a registry of the specific sensors to manage inventory

Data Manager harvests info for QC processing and links the sensor ID to the data

Field Operator updates Instance with deployed parameters

Manufacturer creates as built Instance document; owner registers/maintains content

Calibration Data

Researcher references, discovers sensor in registry (SRR)

typeOf (inherits properties of model)

Published research relating to sensor

Authoritative reference on processing algorithms
Our team has created two versions of an online SensorML editor/viewer.

- The BASIC editor is easier to navigate but limited in its ability to incorporate full descriptions and links to terms.

- The full-featured editor requires some functional knowledge of how to describe your terms. There is a video available on the ESIP Community Page (https://www.esipfed.org/earthcube-xdomes).

Once the content is created, it can be registered and maintained by the XDOMES SensorML Registry and Repository (SRR). This act provides unique identifiers that can be used in associating the sensor to data and publications.

The tools are ready for stakeholders to begin creating and registering the descriptions of sensor models. And to describe a sensor Instance (as built sensor) that provides a unique description of a particular sensor. These documents can be registered - thereby creating a unique ID that can be referenced in data systems and publications.

TO GET STARTED: Check out and save a file from the SRR, then load it into the Basic Editor. Then start describing your sensor!

* the greyed out categories are not in the basic editor as of June 2020.
OGC+W3C: SENSOR WEB

Above shows the tasks, tools and interrelationship of the resources.

To facilitate the creation of content and to register the content, the XDOMES team has created:

Ontology Registry and Repository (ORR) where a user can link to existing terms in community adopted ontologies or create their own set of terms to describe their content. (Instructions are on the ESIP Community Page (https://www.esipfed.org/earthcube-xdomes).)
The purpose of linking terms within the SensorML is to enable discovery [3]. For example, if you call your observation "ocean-temperature" and someone is looking for "seawater-temperature", your content will be discoverable.
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WHAT'S NEW AND FUTURE WORK

*Whats New?*

Integration Of the X-DOMES SRR and with EarthCube GEOCODES

1. The XDOMES home page has the proper GEOCODES tags. If you go to xdomes.org, on the welcome screen or first screen, right-click and view the source, you should see the JSON tags for GeoCODES at the header.

2. The sitemap.xml, now points to all the -generated html data landing pages where Google can come and search (https://xdomes.tamucc.edu/srr/sensorML/sitemap.xml)

3. Go to the registry (https://xdomes.tamucc.edu/srr/) and click any of the links to any of the data, like the MVCO Workhorse 1200, instead of opening the sensorML XML file directly as what we did originally, it now opens to a landing page (https://xdomes.tamucc.edu/srr/sensorML/urn-whoi-mvco-mvco_workhorse_1200.html). The page provides a hyperlink to the sensorML file for Google crawling.

4. From #3 above, if you view the source (right-click the page and view page source), you will see the inclusion of the required GeoCODES in LD+JSON. These codes are autogenerate as the files are registered.

5. If you go to Google's DataSearch engine (https://toolbox.google.com/datasetsearch) and test, like entering "gill windsonic", it will now give you a link to xdomes' registry.

*BASIC EDITOR*

The Basic Editor was added to our toolset to provide an easier way to get started.
Future Work

Earth Science communities need to continue to work towards developing terms and ontologies (ORR), including observable properties, sensor parameters, processing descriptions, sensor capabilities and characteristics and observation parameters. These terms should be resolved across-domains for interdisciplinary discovery and access.

Manufacturers need to be encouraged to participate - taking their technical spec sheets from human-readable forms to machine-actionable, persistent documents.

The Basic Editor needs to be updated with more category headings, (See italicized items in the SensorML Contents list in the panel to the left.)

The more advanced editor needs to find a stable home. It keeps disappearing on us as its broader funding changes.
NOTE: Persistence is a major issue for interdisciplinary resources. Perhaps ESIP is a place to have information that enables interoperable access to data. It is the Earth Science Information Partnership - so perhaps it could broaden its information from communication to interdisciplinary tools such as registries and repositories. They needn't host data but could provide the bridges across domains, disciplines, and governing bodies to enable research into the Earth as a system.
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